2nd Grade has Pacific PRIDE
Arrival

Independent Work

Working With Others

Dismissal

P

-Greet with a friendly
smile
-Enter with positive
language (Good Morning,
Hello)

-Embrace the power of
yet
-Try a new way
- Persevere

-Use kind words
-Compliment each others’
strengths and efforts
-Try your personal best

-Exit the classroom with positive
language (Have a great day, See
you tomorrow, Thank you)

R

-Walk quietly in the halls
-Enter the classroom
quietly and calmly
-Be aware of personal
space
-Wait to speak to the
teacher until he/she is
available

-Work quietly
-Stay in your bubble
space
-Raise your hand for help

-Maintain personal space
-Appropriate tone, volume, &
language
-Use materials appropriately

-Walk quietly in the halls
-Be aware of personal space
-Clean up trash and take
belongings

-Offer to lend a hand to a
peer if you see a need to
help
-Encourage others to
follow rules and make
good choices

-Quietly signal neighbors
to stay on task
-Help clarify an
independent task to
classmate

-When there’s choice in making
groups, make sure everyone is
included
-Welcome others that do not
have a group
-Mix it up and don’t always work
with your friends (be willing to
work with others)
-Respect differences
-Be an active listener

-Offer to lend a hand to a peer if
you see a need to help
-Encourage others to follow rules
and make good choices
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-Be on time
-Enter prepared with
materials and belongings
-Begin morning work
immediately

-Stay on task
-Be in a place where you
can concentrate
-When finishing work,
move onto a “must do” or
“may do”

-Everyone contributes
-Stay on task

-Leave your desk and surrounding
area clean
-Check to make sure all materials
needed for homework are packed
up

-Read morning message as
soon as you are seated at
your desk
-Look in the direction of
the instruction and/or the
board

-Eyes on your work
-Be thoughtful in your
work
-Set goals for yourself

-Stay with your group/partner
-Challenge and build upon each
other’s ideas

-Wait to line up until prompted by
the teacher
-End the day quietly and calmly

